
uploaddata  agency_id="914" agency_form_control_number="TTB F 5120.17" 
form_revision_name="Winery V3"> - The full description of the uploaddata tag includes: 
the agency id with a static value of 914, the form number with a static value as shown 
above, and the revision number with a periodically changing value updated with each 
new revision of the form. 

PERIOD_BEGINMONTH   - Three upper case character abbreviation of the beginning 
month of the period 

PERIOD_ENDMONTH   - Three upper case character abbreviation of the ending month 
of the period 

PERIOD_YEAR   - The four digit year for the report 
PERMIT_NUMBER   - The permit or registration number as shown on the TTB Permit 

or Registration Notice formatted to include dashes 
EMPLOYER_ID   - The employer ID of the company as shown on the TTB Permit or 

Registration 
BUSINESS   - The name of the company as shown on the TTB Permit or Registration 
DBA   - The “doing business as” name of the company as shown on the TTB Permit 

or Registration 
ADDRESS   - The street address of the company as shown on the TTB Permit or 

Registration 
CITY   - The city as shown on the TTB Permit or Registration 
STATE   - The state as shown on the TTB Permit or Registration 
ZIP_CODE   - The zip code as shown on the TTB Permit or Registration 
TELEPHONE   - The telephone number of the ID owner 
UNDER14_A_BEGINPERIOD   - The amount of bulk wine with an alcohol content up to 

14% in inventory at the beginning of the period 
OVER14TO21_A_BEGINPERIOD   - The amount of bulk wine with an alcohol content over 

14% to 21% in inventory at the beginning of the period 
OVER21TO24_A_BEGINPERIOD   - The amount of bulk wine with an alcohol content over 

21% to 24% in inventory at the beginning of the period 
CARBONWINE_A_BEGINPERIOD   - The amount of bulk artificially carbonated wine in 

inventory at the beginning of the period 
SPRKLNGWINE_A_BEGINPERIOD   - The amount of bulk sparkling wine in inventory at the 

beginning of the period 
CIDER_A_BEGINPERIOD   - The amount of bulk cider in inventory at the beginning of 

the period 
UNDER14_A_FERMENTATION   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 

produced by fermentation during the period 
OVER14TO21_A_FERMENTATION   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 

14% to 21% produced by fermentation during the period 



CARBONWINE_A_FERMENTATION   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine produced 
by fermentation during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_FERMENTATION_BF   - The amount of sparkling wine produced by 
fermentation in the bottle during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_FERMENTATION_BP   - The amount of sparkling wine produced by 
fermentation in a bulk process during the period 

CIDER_A_FERMENTATION   - The amount of cider produced by fermentation during the 
period 

UNDER14_A_PRODSWEET   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
produced by sweetening during the period 

OVER14TO21_A_PRODSWEET   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% 
to 21% produced by sweetening during the period 

OVER21TO24_A_PRODSWEET   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% 
to 24% produced by sweetening during the period 

CIDER_A_PRODSWEET   - The amount of cider produced by sweetening during the 
period 

UNDER14_A_PRODADDWINE   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
produced by adding wine spirits during the period 

OVER14TO21_A_PRODADDWINE   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% 
to 21% produced by adding wine spirits during the period 

OVER21TO24_A_PRODADDWINE   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content between 
21%and 24% produced by adding wine spirits during the period 

CIDER_A_PRODADDWINE   - The amount of cider produced by adding wine spirits 
during the period 

UNDER14_A_PRODBLEND   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
produced by adding blending wines from different tax classes during the period 

OVER14TO21_A_PRODBLEND   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% 
to 21% produced by adding blending wines from different tax classes during the 
period 

OVER21TO24_A_PRODBLEND   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% 
to 24% produced by adding blending wines from different tax classes during the 
period 

CIDER_A_PRODBLEND   - The amount of cider produced by adding blending from 
different tax classes during the period 

UNDER14_A_PRODAMEL   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
produced by amelioration during the period 

OVER14TO21_A_PRODAMEL   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% produced by amelioration during the period 

OVER21TO24_A_PRODAMEL   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content between 
21and 24% produced by amelioration during the period 



CIDER_A_PRODAMEL   - The amount of cider produced by amelioration during the 
period 

UNDER14_A_RECBOND   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content under 14% 
received in bond during the period 

OVER14TO21_A_RECBOND   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% received in bond during the period 

OVER21TO24_A_RECBOND   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 
24% received in bond during the period 

CARBONWINE_A_RECBOND   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine received in 
bond during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_RECBOND   - The amount of sparkling wine received in bond during 
the period 

CIDER_A_RECBOND   - The amount of cider received in bond during the period 
UNDER14_A_DUMPBULK   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content under 14% 

dumped from bottle to bulk during the period 
OVER14TO21_A_DUMPBULK   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 

21% dumped from bottle to bulk during the period 
OVER21TO24_A_DUMPBULK   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 

24% dumped from bottle to bulk during the period 
CARBONWINE_A_DUMPBULK   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine dumped from 

bottle to bulk during the period 
SPRKLNGWINE_A_DUMPBULK   - The amount of sparkling wine dumped from bottle to 

bulk during the period 
CIDER_A_DUMPBULK   - The amount of cider dumped from bottle to bulk during the 

period 
UNDER14_A_GAINS   - The amount of inventory gain in wine with an alcohol content 

up to 14% 
OVER14TO21_A_GAINS   - The amount of inventory gain in wine with an alcohol 

content over 14% to 21% 
OVER21TO24_A_GAINS   - The amount of inventory gain in wine with an alcohol 

content over 21% to 24% 
CARBONWINE_A_GAINS   - The amount of inventory gain in artificially carbonated wine 
SPRKLNGWINE_A_GAINS   - The amount of inventory gain in sparkling wine 
CIDER_A_GAINS   - The amount of inventory gain in cider 
SECTIONA_LINE10   - Must use one of the following descriptions (Change of Tax 

Class, Formula Wine Produced, Slurry Gains, Recovered from Lees, Combination, 
Other) 

UNDER14_A_LINE10   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% added 
due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE10 field during the period 



OVER14TO21_A_LINE10   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% added due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE10 field during the 
period 

OVER21TO24_A_LINE10   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 
24% added due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE10 field during the 
period 

CARBONWINE_A_LINE10   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine added due to the 
description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE10 field during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_LINE10   - The amount of sparkling wine added due to the description 
shown in the SECTIONA_LINE10 field during the period 

CIDER_A_LINE10   - The amount of cider added due to the description shown in the 
SECTIONA_LINE10 field during the period 

SECTIONA_LINE11   - Must use one of the following descriptions (Change of Tax 
Class, Formula Wine Produced, Slurry Gains, Recovered from Lees, Combination, 
Other) 

UNDER14_A_LINE11   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% added 
due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE11 field during the period 

OVER14TO21_A_LINE11   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% added due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE11 field during the 
period 

OVER21TO24_A_LINE11   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 
24% added due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE11 field during the 
period 

CARBONWINE_A_LINE11   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine added due to the 
description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE11 field during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_LINE11   - The amount of sparkling wine added due to the description 
shown in the SECTIONA_LINE11 field during the period 

CIDER_A_LINE11   - The amount of cider added due to the description shown in the 
SECTIONA_LINE11 field during the period 

UNDER14_A_TOTAL12   - The total of lines 1 to 11 for wines with an alcohol content up 
to 14% 

OVER14TO21_A_TOTAL12   - The total of lines 1 to 11 for wines with an alcohol content 
over 14% to 21% 

OVER21TO24_A_TOTAL12   - The total of lines 1 to 11 for wines with an alcohol content 
over 21% to 24% 

CARBONWINE_A_TOTAL12   - The total of lines 1 to 11 for artificially carbonated wines 
SPRKLNGWINE_A_TOTAL12   - The total of lines 1 to 11 for sparkling wines 
CIDER_A_TOTAL12   - The total of lines 1 to 11 for cider 
UNDER14_A_BOTTLED   - The amount of bulk wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 

bottled during the period 



OVER14TO21_A_BOTTLED   - The amount of bulk wine with an alcohol content over 
14% to 21% bottled during the period 

OVER21TO24_A_BOTTLED   - The amount of bulk wine with an alcohol content over 
21% to 24% bottled during the period 

CARBONWINE_A_BOTTLED   - The amount of bulk artificially carbonated wine bottled 
during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_BOTTLED_BF   - The amount of sparkling wine fermented in the bottle, 
bottled during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_BOTTLED_BP   - The amount of bulk sparkling wine fermented in a 
bulk process, bottled during the period 

CIDER_A_BOTTLED   - The amount of cider bottled during the period 
UNDER14_A_TAXPAID   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 

removed tax paid during the period. 
OVER14TO21_A_TAXPAID   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 

21% removed tax paid during the period. 
OVER21TO24_A_TAXPAID   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 

24% removed tax paid during the period. 
CARBONWINE_A_TAXPAID   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine removed tax 

paid during the period 
SPRKLNGWINE_A_TAXPAID   - The amount of sparkling wine removed tax paid during 

the period 
CIDER_A_TAXPAID   - The amount of cider removed tax paid during the period 
UNDER14_A_TRANSBOND   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 

transferred in bond during the period 
OVER14TO21_A_TRANSBOND   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% 

to 21% transferred in bond during the period 
OVER21TO24_A_TRANSBOND   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% 

to 24% transferred in bond during the period 
CARBONWINE_A_TRANSBOND   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine transferred 

in bond during the period 
SPRKLNGWINE_A_TRANSBOND   - The amount of sparkling wine transferred in bond 

during the period 
CIDER_A_TRANSBOND   - The amount of cider transferred in bond during the period 
UNDER14_A_DISTILL   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 

removed for distilling material during the period 
OVER14TO21_A_DISTILL   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 

21% removed for distilling material during the period 
OVER21TO24_A_DISTILL   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 

24% removed for distilling material during the period 



CIDER_A_DISTILL   - The amount of cider removed for distilling material during the 
period 

UNDER14_A_VINEGAR   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
removed for vinegar during the period 

OVER14TO21_A_VINEGAR   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% removed for vinegar during the period 

OVER21TO24_A_VINEGAR   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 
24% removed for vinegar during the period 

CIDER_A_VINEGAR   - The amount of cider removed for vinegar during the period 
UNDER14_A_USESWEET   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% used 

for sweetening during the period 
OVER14TO21_A_USESWEET   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 

21% used for sweetening during the period 
OVER21TO24_A_USESWEET   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 

24% used for sweetening during the period 
CIDER_A_USESWEET   - The amount of cider removed for used for sweetening during 

the period 
UNDER14_A_USEADDWINE   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 

used for addition of wine spirits during the period 
OVER14TO21_A_USEADDWINE   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% 

to 21% used for addition of wine spirits during the period 
OVER21TO24_A_USEADDWINE   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% 

to 24% used for addition of wine spirits during the period 
CIDER_A_USEADDWINE   - The amount of cider removed for used for addition of wine 

spirits during the period 
UNDER14_A_USEBLEND   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% used 

for blending during the period 
OVER14TO21_A_USEBLEND   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 

21% used for blending during the period 
OVER21TO24_A_USEBLEND   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 

24% used for blending during the period 
CIDER_A_USEBLEND   - The amount of cider removed for used for blending during the 

period 
UNDER14_A_USEAMEL   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% used 

for amelioration during the period 
OVER14TO21_A_USEAMEL   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 

21% used for amelioration during the period 
OVER21TO24_A_USEAMEL   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 

24% used for amelioration during the period 



CIDER_A_USEAMEL   - The amount of cider removed for used for amelioration during 
the period 

UNDER14_A_EFFERVESCENT   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
used for effervescent wine during the period 

OVER14TO21_A_EFFERVESCENT   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% 
to 21% used for effervescent wine during the period 

OVER21TO24_A_EFFERVESCENT   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% 
to 24% used for effervescent wine during the period 

CIDER_A_EFFERVESCENT   - The amount of cider removed for used for effervescent 
wine during the period 

UNDER14_A_TESTING   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% used 
for testing during the period 

OVER14TO21_A_TESTING   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% used for testing during the period 

OVER21TO24_A_TESTING   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 
24% used for testing during the period 

CARBONWINE_A_TESTING   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine removed for 
used for testing during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_TESTING   - The amount of sparkling wine removed for used for 
testing during the period 

CIDER_A_TESTING   - The amount of cider removed for used for testing during the 
period 

SECTIONA_LINE24   - Must use one of the following descriptions  (Change of Tax 
Class, Remove for Export, Use for Formula Wine, Return to Fermenters, Used for 
Non-Beverage Wine, Removed to DM or VS Account, Combination, Destroyed) 

UNDER14_A_LINE24   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE24 field during the 
period 

OVER14TO21_A_LINE24   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE24 field during 
the period 

OVER21TO24_A_LINE24   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 
24% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE24 field during 
the period 

CARBONWINE_A_LINE24   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine removed due to 
the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE24 field during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_LINE24   - The amount of sparkling wine removed due to the 
description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE24 field during the period 

CIDER_A_LINE24   - The amount of cider removed due to the description shown in the 
SECTIONA_LINE24 field during the period 



SECTIONA_LINE25   - Must use one of the following descriptions  (Change of Tax 
Class, Remove for Export, Use for Formula Wine, Return to Fermenters, Used for 
Non-Beverage Wine, Removed to DM or VS Account, Combination, Destroyed) 

UNDER14_A_LINE25   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE25 field during the 
period 

OVER14TO21_A_LINE25   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE25 field during 
the period 

OVER21TO24_A_LINE25   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 
24% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE25 field during 
the period 

CARBONWINE_A_LINE25   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine removed due to 
the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE25 field during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_LINE25   - The amount of sparkling wine removed due to the 
description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE25 field during the period 

CIDER_A_LINE25   - The amount of cider removed due to the description shown in the 
SECTIONA_LINE25 field during the period 

SECTIONA_LINE26   - Must use one of the following descriptions  (Change of Tax 
Class, Remove for Export, Use for Formula Wine, Return to Fermenters, Used for 
Non-Beverage Wine, Removed to DM or VS Account, Combination, Destroyed) 

UNDER14_A_LINE26   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE26 field during the 
period 

OVER14TO21_A_LINE26   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE26 field during 
the period 

OVER21TO24_A_LINE26   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 
24% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE26 field during 
the period 

CARBONWINE_A_LINE26   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine removed due to 
the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE26 field during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_LINE26   - The amount of sparkling wine removed due to the 
description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE26 field during the period 

CIDER_A_LINE26   - The amount of cider removed due to the description shown in the 
SECTIONA_LINE26 field during the period 

SECTIONA_LINE27   - Must use one of the following descriptions  (Change of Tax 
Class, Remove for Export, Use for Formula Wine, Return to Fermenters, Used for 
Non-Beverage Wine, Removed to DM or VS Account, Combination, Destroyed) 



UNDER14_A_LINE27   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE27 field during the 
period 

OVER14TO21_A_LINE27   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE27 field during 
the period 

OVER21TO24_A_LINE27   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21 to 24% 
removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE27 field during the 
period 

CARBONWINE_A_LINE27   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine removed due to 
the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE27 field during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_LINE27   - The amount of sparkling wine removed due to the 
description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE27 field during the period 

CIDER_A_LINE27   - The amount of cider removed due to the description shown in the 
SECTIONA_LINE27 field during the period 

SECTIONA_LINE28   - Must use one of the following descriptions  (Change of Tax 
Class, Remove for Export, Use for Formula Wine, Return to Fermenters, Used for 
Non-Beverage Wine, Removed to DM or VS Account, Combination, Destroyed) 

UNDER14_A_LINE28   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE28 field during the 
period 

OVER14TO21_A_LINE28   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE28 field during 
the period 

OVER21TO24_A_LINE28   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 
24% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE28 field during 
the period 

CARBONWINE_A_LINE28   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine removed due to 
the description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE28 field during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_LINE28   - The amount of sparkling wine removed due to the 
description shown in the SECTIONA_LINE28 field during the period 

CIDER_A_LINE28   - The amount of cider removed due to the description shown in the 
SECTIONA_LINE28 field during the period 

UNDER14_A_LOSS   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
identified as lost in some way other than through an inventory during the period 

OVER14TO21_A_LOSS   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 21% 
identified as lost in some way other than through an inventory during the period 

OVER21TO24_A_LOSS   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 24% 
identified as lost in some way other than through an inventory during the period 

CARBONWINE_A_LOSS   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine identified as lost 
in some way other than through an inventory during the period 



SPRKLNGWINE_A_LOSS   - The amount of sparkling wine identified as lost in some way 
other than through an inventory during the period 

CIDER_A_LOSS   - The amount of cider identified as lost in some way other than 
through an inventory during the period 

UNDER14_A_INVTLOSS   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
identified as lost in an inventory during the period 

OVER14TO21_A_INVTLOSS   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% identified as lost in an inventory during the period 

OVER21TO24_A_INVTLOSS   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 
24% identified as lost in an inventory during the period 

CARBONWINE_A_INVTLOSS   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine identified as 
lost in an inventory during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_INVTLOSS   - The amount of sparkling wine identified as lost in an 
inventory during the period 

CIDER_A_INVTLOSS   - The amount of cider identified as lost in an inventory during 
the period 

UNDER14_A_ENDPERIOD   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% in 
inventory at the end of the period 

OVER14TO21_A_ENDPERIOD   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% in inventory at the end of the period 

OVER21TO24_A_ENDPERIOD   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 
24% in inventory at the end of the period 

CARBONWINE_A_ENDPERIOD   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine in inventory 
at the end of the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_A_ENDPERIOD   - The amount of sparkling wine in inventory at the end of 
the period 

CIDER_A_ENDPERIOD   - The amount of cider in inventory at the end of the period 
UNDER14_A_TOTAL32   - The total of lines 13 to 31 for wines with an alcohol content 

up to 14% 
OVER14TO21_A_TOTAL32   - The total of lines 13 to 31 for wines with an alcohol 

content over 14% to 21% 
OVER21TO24_A_TOTAL32   - The total of lines 13 to 31 for wines with an alcohol 

content over 21% to 24% 
CARBONWINE_A_TOTAL32   - The total of lines 13 to 31 for artificially carbonated wines 
SPRKLNGWINE_A_TOTAL32   - The total of lines 13 to 31 for sparkling wines 
CIDER_A_TOTAL32   - The total of lines 13 to 31 for cider 
UNDER14_B_BEGINPERIOD   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 

14% in inventory at the beginning of the period 



OVER14TO21_B_BEGINPERIOD   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content 
over 14% to 21% in inventory at the beginning of the period 

OVER21TO24_B_BEGINPERIOD   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content 
over 21% to 24% in inventory at the beginning of the period 

CARBONWINE_B_BEGINPERIOD   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine in 
inventory at the beginning of the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_B_BEGINPERIOD   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine in inventory at 
the beginning of the period 

CIDER_B_BEGINPERIOD   - The amount of bottled cider in inventory at the beginning of 
the period 

UNDER14_B_BOTTLED   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
bottled during the period 

OVER14TO21_B_BOTTLED   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 14% to 
21% bottled during the period 

OVER21TO24_B_BOTTLED   - The amount of wine with an alcohol content over 21% to 
24% bottled during the period 

CARBONWINE_B_BOTTLED   - The amount of artificially carbonated wine bottled during 
the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_B_BOTTLED_BF   - The amount of sparkling wine fermented in the bottle, 
bottled during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_B_BOTTLED_BP   - The amount of sparkling wine fermented in a bulk 
process, bottled during the period 

CIDER_B_BOTTLED   - The amount of cider bottled during the period 
UNDER14_B_RECBOND   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 

14% received in bond during the period 
OVER14TO21_B_RECBOND   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 

14% to 21% received in bond during the period 
OVER21TO24_B_RECBOND   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 

21% to 24% received in bond during the period 
CARBONWINE_B_RECBOND   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine 

received in bond during the period 
SPRKLNGWINE_B_RECBOND   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine received in bond 

during the period 
CIDER_B_RECBOND   - The amount of bottled cider received in bond during the period 
UNDER14_B_TAXPAIDRETURN   - The amount of tax paid bottled wine with an alcohol 

content up to 14% returned to bond during the period 
OVER14TO21_B_TAXPAIDRETURN   - The amount of tax paid bottled wine with an alcohol 

content over 14% to 21% returned to bond during the period 
OVER21TO24_B_TAXPAIDRETURN   - The amount of tax paid bottled wine with an alcohol 

content over 21% to 24% returned to bond during the period 



CARBONWINE_B_TAXPAIDRETURN   - The amount of tax paid bottled artificially 
carbonated wine returned to bond during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_B_TAXPAIDRETURN   - The amount of tax paid bottled sparkling wine 
returned to bond during the period 

CIDER_B_TAXPAIDRETURN   - The amount of tax paid bottled cider returned to bond 
during the period 

SECTIONB_LINE5   - Must use one of the following descriptions (Inventory Gains, 
Other) 

UNDER14_B_LINE5   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE5 field during the 
period 

OVER14TO21_B_LINE5   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
14% to 21% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE5 field 
during the period 

OVER21TO24_B_LINE5   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
21% to 24% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE5 field 
during the period 

CARBONWINE_B_LINE5   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine removed 
due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE5 field during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_B_LINE5   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed due to the 
description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE5 field during the period 

CIDER_B_LINE5   - The amount of bottled cider removed due to the description shown 
in the SECTIONB_LINE5 field during the period 

SECTIONB_LINE6   - Must use one of the following descriptions (Inventory Gains, 
Other) 

UNDER14_B_LINE6   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 
removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE6 field during the 
period 

OVER14TO21_B_LINE6   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
14% to 21% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE6 field 
during the period 

OVER21TO24_B_LINE6   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
21% to 24% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE6 field 
during the period 

CARBONWINE_B_LINE6   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine removed 
due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE6 field during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_B_LINE6   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed due to the 
description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE6 field during the period 

CIDER_B_LINE6   - The amount of bottled cider removed due to the description shown 
in the SECTIONB_LINE6 field during the period 



UNDER14_B_TOTAL7   - The total of lines 1 to 6 for wines with an alcohol content up to 
14% 

OVER14TO21_B_TOTAL7   - The total of lines 1 to 6 for wines with an alcohol content 
over 14% to 21% 

OVER21TO24_B_TOTAL7   - The total of lines 1 to 6 for wines with an alcohol content 
over 21% to 24% 

CARBONWINE_B_TOTAL7   - The total of lines 1 to 6 for artificially carbonated wines 
SPRKLNGWINE_B_TOTAL7   - The total of lines 1 to 6 for sparkling wines 
CIDER_B_TOTAL7   - The total of lines 1 to 6 for cider 
UNDER14_B_TAXPAID   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 

14% removed tax paid during the period. 
OVER14TO21_B_TAXPAID   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 

14% to 21% removed tax paid during the period. 
OVER21TO24_B_TAXPAID   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 

21% to 24% removed tax paid during the period. 
CARBONWINE_B_TAXPAID   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine 

removed tax paid during the period 
SPRKLNGWINE_B_TAXPAID   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed tax paid 

during the period 
CIDER_B_TAXPAID   - The amount of bottled cider removed tax paid during the period 
UNDER14_B_TRANSBOND   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 

14% transferred in bond during the period. 
OVER14TO21_B_TRANSBOND   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content 

over 14% to 21% transferred in bond during the period. 
OVER21TO24_B_TRANSBOND   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content 

over 21% to 24% transferred in bond during the period. 
CARBONWINE_B_TRANSBOND   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine 

transferred in bond during the period 
SPRKLNGWINE_B_TRANSBOND   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed 

transferred in bond during the period 
CIDER_B_   - The amount of bottled cider transferred in bond during the period 
UNDER14_B_DUMPBULK   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 

14% dumped to bulk during the period. 
OVER14TO21_B_DUMPBULK   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 

14% to 21% dumped to bulk during the period. 
OVER21TO24_B_DUMPBULK   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 

21% to 24% dumped to bulk during the period. 
CARBONWINE_B_DUMPBULK   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine 

dumped to bulk during the period 



SPRKLNGWINE_B_DUMPBULK   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed dumped 
to bulk during the period 

CIDER_B_DUMPBULK   - The amount of bottled cider dumped to bulk during the period 
UNDER14_B_TASTING   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 

14% used for tasting during the period. 
OVER14TO21_B_TASTING   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 

14% to 21% used for tasting during the period. 
OVER21TO24_B_TASTING   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 

21% to 24% used for tasting during the period 
CARBONWINE_B_TASTING   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine used 

for tasting during the period 
SPRKLNGWINE_B_TASTING   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed used for 

tasting during the period 
CIDER_B_TASTING   - The amount of bottled cider used for tasting during the period 
UNDER14_B_EXPORT   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 

used for export during the period 
OVER14TO21_B_EXPORT   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 

14% to 21% used for export during the period 
OVER21TO24_B_EXPORT   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 

21% to 24% used for export during the period 
CARBONWINE_B_EXPORT   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine used for 

export during the period 
SPRKLNGWINE_B_EXPORT   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed used for 

export during the period 
CIDER_B_EXPORT   - The amount of bottled cider used for export during the period 
UNDER14_B_FAMILY   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 

used for family use during the period 
OVER14TO21_B_FAMILY   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 

14% to 21% used for family use during the period 
OVER21TO24_B_FAMILY   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 

21% to 24% used for family use during the period 
CARBONWINE_B_FAMILY   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine used for 

family use during the period 
SPRKLNGWINE_B_FAMILY   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed used for 

family use during the period 
CIDER_B_FAMILY   - The amount of bottled cider used for family use during the period 
UNDER14_B_TESTING   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 

14% used for testing during the period 



OVER14TO21_B_TESTING   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
14% to 21% used for testing during the period 

OVER21TO24_B_TESTING   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
21% to 24% used for testing during the period 

CARBONWINE_B_TESTING   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine used 
for testing during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_B_TESTING   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed used for 
testing during the period 

CIDER_B_TESTING   - The amount of bottled cider used for testing during the period 
SECTIONB_LINE15   - Enter the description of the removal 
UNDER14_B_LINE15   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 

removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE15 field during the 
period 

OVER14TO21_B_LINE15   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
14% to 21% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE15 field 
during the period 

OVER21TO24_B_LINE15   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
21% to 24% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE15 field 
during the period 

CARBONWINE_B_LINE15   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine removed 
due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE15 field during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_B_LINE15   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed due to the 
description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE15 field during the period 

CIDER_B_LINE15   - The amount of bottled cider removed due to the description 
shown in the SECTIONB_LINE15 field during the period 

SECTIONB_LINE16   - Enter the description of the removal 
UNDER14_B_LINE16   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 

removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE16 field during the 
period 

OVER14TO21_B_LINE16   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
14% to 21% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE16 field 
during the period 

OVER21TO24_B_LINE16   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
21% to 24% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE16 field 
during the period 

CARBONWINE_B_LINE16   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine removed 
due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE16 field during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_B_LINE16   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed due to the 
description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE16 field during the period 



CIDER_B_LINE16   - The amount of bottled cider removed due to the description 
shown in the SECTIONB_LINE16 field during the period 

SECTIONB_LINE17   - Enter the description of the removal 
UNDER14_B_LINE17   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 14% 

removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE17 field during the 
period 

OVER14TO21_B_LINE17   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
14% to 21% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE17 field 
during the period 

OVER21TO24_B_LINE17   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
21% to 24% removed due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE17 field 
during the period 

CARBONWINE_B_LINE17   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine removed 
due to the description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE17 field during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_B_LINE17   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed due to the 
description shown in the SECTIONB_LINE17 field during the period 

CIDER_B_LINE17   - The amount of bottled cider removed due to the description 
shown in the SECTIONB_LINE17 field during the period 

UNDER14_B_BREAKAGE   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 
14% removed lost in breakage during the period. 

OVER14TO21_B_BREAKAGE   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
14% to 21% removed lost in breakage during the period. 

OVER21TO24_B_BREAKAGE   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
21% to 24% removed lost in breakage during the period. 

CARBONWINE_B_BREAKAGE   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine 
removed lost in breakage during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_B_BREAKAGE   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed lost in 
breakage during the period 

CIDER_B_BREAKAGE   - The amount of bottled cider removed lost in breakage during 
the period 

UNDER14_B_SHORTAGE   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 
14% removed lost in inventory shortage during the period 

OVER14TO21_B_SHORTAGE   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
14% to 21% removed lost in inventory shortage during the period 

OVER21TO24_B_SHORTAGE   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
21% to 24% removed lost in inventory shortage during the period. 

CARBONWINE_B_SHORTAGE   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine 
removed lost in inventory shortage during the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_B_SHORTAGE   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine removed lost in 
inventory shortage during the period 



CIDER_B_SHORTAGE   - The amount of bottled cider removed lost in inventory 
shortage during the period 

UNDER14_B_ENDPERIOD   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content up to 
14% in inventory at the end of the period 

OVER14TO21_B_ENDPERIOD   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
14% to 21% in inventory at the end of the period 

OVER21TO24_B_ENDPERIOD   - The amount of bottled wine with an alcohol content over 
21% to 24% in inventory at the end of the period 

CARBONWINE_B_ENDPERIOD   - The amount of bottled artificially carbonated wine in 
inventory at the end of the period 

SPRKLNGWINE_B_ENDPERIOD   - The amount of bottled sparkling wine in inventory at 
the end of the period 

CIDER_B_ENDPERIOD   - The amount of bottled cider in inventory at the end of the 
period 

UNDER14_B_TOTAL21   - The total of lines 8 to 20 for wines with an alcohol content up 
to 14% 

OVER14TO21_B_TOTAL21   - The total of lines 8 to 20 for wines with an alcohol content 
over 14% to 21% 

OVER21TO24_B_TOTAL21   - The total of lines 8 to 20 for wines with an alcohol content 
over 21% to 24% 

CARBONWINE_B_TOTAL21   - The total of lines 8 to 20 for artificially carbonated wines 
SPRKLNGWINE_B_TOTAL21   - The total of lines 8 to 20 for sparkling wines 
CIDER_B_TOTAL21   - The total of lines 8 to 20 for cider 
VALIDATIONS 1 VALIDATIONS  
PAGENO_ 2 PAGENO_  
RETURN_ORIGINAL   - This receives a value of -1 for true and 0 for false.  Original or 

Amended must be -1 but not both. 
RETURN_AMENDED   - This receives a value of -1 for true and 0 for false.  Original or 

Amended must be -1 but not both. 
RETURN_FINAL   - This receives a value of -1 for true and 0 for false. 
RETURN_TYPE RETURN_TYPE  
PAGENO_ 2 PAGENO_  
ADDB_HEADING   - Enter the material type used for addition to wine under wine 

spirits for column b 
ADDC_HEADING   - Enter the material type used for addition to wine under wine 

spirits for column c 
ADDD_HEADING   - Enter the material type used for addition to wine under wine 

spirits for column d 



ALDEHYDESF_HEADING   - Enter the material type used for addition to wine under wine 
spirits for column f 

ALDEHYDESG_HEADING   - Enter the material type used for addition to wine under wine 
spirits for column g 

GRAPE_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of grape wine spirits in inventory at the 
beginning of the period 

ADDB_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of spirits of type b in inventory at the 
beginning of the period 

ADDC_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of spirits of type c in inventory at the 
beginning of the period 

ADDD_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of spirits of type d in inventory at the 
beginning of the period 

DOSAGE_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of spirits for preparation of dosages or 
essences in inventory at the beginning of the period 

ALDEHYDESF_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of spirits of type f in inventory at the 
beginning of the period 

ALDEHYDESG_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of spirits of type g in inventory at the 
beginning of the period 

NONBEVERAGE_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of spirits of type h in inventory at the 
beginning of the period 

GRAPE_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of grape spirits received during the period 
ADDB_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of type b spirits received during the period 
ADDC_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of type c spirits received during the period 
ADDD_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of type d spirits received during the period 
DOSAGE_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of spirits for the preparation of dosages of 

essences received during the period 
ALDEHYDESF_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of type f spirits received during the period 
ALDEHYDESG_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of type g spirits received during the 

period 
NONBEVERAGE_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of type h spirits received during the 

period 
GRAPE_INVGAIN   - Enter any inventory gains in the grape spirits during the period 
ADDB_INVGAIN   - Enter any inventory gains in the type b spirits during the period 
ADDC_INVGAIN   - Enter any inventory gains in the type c spirits during the period 
ADDD_INVGAIN   - Enter any inventory gains in the type d spirits during the period 
DOSAGE_INVGAIN   - Enter any inventory gains in the for preparation of dosages or 

essences spirits during the period 
ALDEHYDESF_INVGAIN   - Enter any inventory gains in the type f spirits during the 

period 



ALDEHYDESG_INVGAIN   - Enter any inventory gains in the type g spirits during the 
period 

NONBEVERAGE_INVGAIN   - Enter any inventory gains in the type h spirits during the 
period 

GRAPE_TOTAL4   - Enter the total of lines 1 to 3 for grape spirits 
ADDB_TOTAL4   - Enter the total of lines 1 to 3 for type b spirits 
ADDC_TOTAL4   - Enter the total of lines 1 to 3 for type c spirits 
ADDD_TOTAL4   - Enter the total of lines 1 to 3 for type d spirits 
DOSAGE_TOTAL4   - Enter the total of lines 1 to 3 for type for preparation of dosages 

or essences spirits 
ALDEHYDESF_TOTAL4   - Enter the total of lines 1 to 3 for type f spirits 
ALDEHYDESG_TOTAL4   - Enter the total of lines 1 to 3 for type g spirits 
NONBEVERAGE_TOTAL4   - Enter the total of lines 1 to 3 for type h spirits 
GRAPE_USED   - Enter the amount of grape spirits used 
ADDB_USED   - Enter the amount of type b spirits used 
ADDC_USED   - Enter the amount of type c spirits used 
ADDD_USED   - Enter the amount of type c spirits used 
DOSAGE_USED   - Enter the amount of for preparation of dosages or essences spirits 

used 
ALDEHYDESF_USED   - Enter the amount of type f spirits used 
ALDEHYDESG_USED   - Enter the amount of type g spirits used 
NONBEVERAGE_USED   - Enter the amount of type h spirits used 
GRAPE_TRANSCOLE   - Enter the amount of grape spirits transferred to column e (for 

preparation of dosages or essences) 
ADDB_TRANSCOLE   - Enter the amount of type b spirits transferred to column e (for 

preparation of dosages or essences) 
ADDC_TRANSCOLE   - Enter the amount of type c spirits transferred to column e (for 

preparation of dosages or essences) 
ADDD_TRANSCOLE   - Enter the amount of type d spirits transferred to column e (for 

preparation of dosages or essences) 
LINE7   - Enter a description for any removals of wine spirits 
GRAPE_LINE7   - Enter amount of grape spirits removed due to the description shown 

in the LINE7 field during the period 
ADDB_LINE7   - Enter amount of type b spirits removed due to the description shown 

in the LINE7 field during the period 
ADDC_LINE7   - Enter amount of type c spirits removed due to the description shown 

in the LINE7 field during the period 



ADDD_LINE7   - Enter amount of type d spirits removed due to the description shown 
in the LINE7 field during the period 

DOSAGE_LINE7   - Enter amount of for preparation of dosages or essences spirits 
removed due to the description shown in the LINE7 field during the period 

ALDEHYDESF_LINE7   - Enter amount of type f spirits removed due to the description 
shown in the LINE7 field during the period 

ALDEHYDESG_LINE7   - Enter amount of type g spirits removed due to the description 
shown in the LINE7 field during the period 

NONBEVERAGE_LINE7   - Enter amount of type h spirits removed due to the description 
shown in the LINE7 field during the period 

GRAPE_LOSSES   - Enter any losses in grape spirits during the period 
ADDB_LOSSES   - Enter any losses in type b spirits during the period 
ADDC_LOSSES   - Enter any losses in type c spirits during the period 
ADDD_LOSSES   - Enter any losses in type d spirits during the period 
DOSAGE_LOSSES   - Enter any losses in for preparation of dosages or essences spirits 

during the period 
ALDEHYDESF_LOSSES   - Enter any losses in type f spirits during the period 
ALDEHYDESG_LOSSES   - Enter any losses in type g spirits during the period 
NONBEVERAGE_LOSSES   - Enter any losses in type h spirits during the period 
GRAPE_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of grape spirits in inventory at the end of the 

period 
ADDB_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type b spirits in inventory at the end of the 

period 
ADDC_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type c spirits in inventory at the end of the 

period 
ADDD_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type d spirits in inventory at the end of the 

period 
DOSAGE_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of for preparation of dosages or essences 

spirits in inventory at the end of the period 
ALDEHYDESF_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type f spirits in inventory at the end of 

the period 
ALDEHYDESG_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type g spirits in inventory at the end 

of the period 
NONBEVERAGE_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type h spirits in inventory at the end 

of the period 
GRAPE_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for grape spirits 
ADDB_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for type b spirits 
ADDC_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for type c spirits 



ADDD_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for type d spirits 
DOSAGE_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for preparation of dosages or 

essences spirits 
ALDEHYDESF_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for type f spirits 
ALDEHYDESG_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for type g spirits 
NONBEVERAGE_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for type h spirits 
PAGE1_VALUES2 PAGE1_VALUES2  
OTHERE_HEADING   - Enter the type of material other than grapes used if any 
OTHERF_HEADING   - Enter the type of material other than grapes used if any 
OTHERG_HEADING   - Enter the type of material other than grapes used if any 
UNCRUSHED_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of uncrushed grapes in inventory at the 

beginning of the period 
CRUSHED_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of field crushed grapes in inventory at the 

beginning of the period 
JUICE_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of grape juice in inventory at the beginning 

of the period 
CONCENTRATE_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of grape juice concentrate in 

inventory at the beginning of the period 
OTHERE_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type e material in inventory at the 

beginning of the period 
OTHERF_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type f material in inventory at the 

beginning of the period 
OTHERG_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type g material in inventory at the 

beginning of the period 
SUGARDRY_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of dry sugar in inventory at the 

beginning of the period 
SUGARLIQUID_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of liquid sugar in inventory at the 

beginning of the period 
UNCRUSHED_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of uncrushed grapes received during the 

period 
CRUSHED_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of field crushed grapes received during the 

period 
JUICE_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of grape juice received during the period 
CONCENTRATE_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of grape juice concentrate received 

during the period  
OTHERE_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of type e material received during the period 
OTHERF_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of type f material received during the period 
OTHERG_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of type g material received during the period 



SUGARDRY_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of dry sugar received during the period 
SUGARLIQUID_RECEIVED   - Enter the amount of liquid sugar received during the period 
UNCRUSHED_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of juice or concentrate produced from 

uncrushed grapes during the period 
CRUSHED_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of juice or concentrate produced from field 

crushed grapes during the period 
JUICE_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of juice or concentrate produced from grape 

juice during the period 
CONCENTRATE_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of juice or concentrate produced from 

concentrated grape juice during the period 
OTHERE_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of juice or concentrate produced from type e 

material during the period 
OTHERF_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of juice or concentrate produced from type f 

material during the period 
OTHERG_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of juice or concentrate produced from type g 

material during the period 
SUGARDRY_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of juice or concentrate produced from dry 

sugar during the period 
SUGARLIQUID_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of juice or concentrate produced from 

liquid sugar during the period 
UNCRUSHED_TOTAL4   - Enter the total for lines 1 to 3 for uncrushed grapes 
CRUSHED_TOTAL4   - Enter the total for lines 1 to 3 for field crushed grapes 
JUICE_TOTAL4   - Enter the total for lines 1 to 3 for grape juice 
CONCENTRATE_TOTAL4   - Enter the total for lines 1 to 3 for grape juice concentrate 
OTHERE_TOTAL4   - Enter the total for lines 1 to 3 for type e material 
OTHERF_TOTAL4   - Enter the total for lines 1 to 3 for type f material 
OTHERG_TOTAL4   - Enter the total for lines 1 to 3 for type g material 
SUGARDRY_TOTAL4   - Enter the total for lines 1 to 3 for uncrushed grapes 
SUGARLIQUID_TOTAL4   - Enter the total for lines 1 to 3 for uncrushed grapes 
UNCRUSHED_WINEPROD   - Enter the amount of uncrushed grapes used in wine 

production during the period 
CRUSHED_WINEPROD   - Enter the amount of field crushed grapes used in wine 

production during the period 
JUICE_WINEPROD   - Enter the amount of grape juice used in wine production during 

the period 
CONCENTRATE_WINEPROD   - Enter the amount of grape juice concentrate used in wine 

production during the period 



OTHERE_WINEPROD   - Enter the amount of type e material used in wine production 
during the period 

OTHERF_WINEPROD   - Enter the amount of type f material used in wine production 
during the period 

OTHERG_WINEPROD   - Enter the amount of type g material used in wine production 
during the period 

SUGARDRY_WINEPROD   - Enter the amount of dry sugar used in wine production 
during the period 

SUGARLIQUID_WINEPROD   - Enter the amount of liquid sugar used in wine production 
during the period 

UNCRUSHED_JCPROD   - Enter the amount of uncrushed grapes used in juice or 
concentrate production during the period 

CRUSHED_JCPROD   - Enter the amount of field crushed grapes used in juice or 
concentrate production during the period 

JUICE_JCPROD   - Enter the amount of grape juice used in juice or concentrate 
production during the period 

CONCENTRATE_JCPROD   - Enter the amount of grape juice concentrate used in juice or 
concentrate production during the period 

OTHERE_JCPROD   - Enter the amount of type e material used in juice or concentrate 
production during the period 

OTHERF_JCPROD   - Enter the amount of type f material used in juice or concentrate 
production during the period 

OTHERG_JCPROD   - Enter the amount of type g material used in juice or concentrate 
production during the period 

SUGARDRY_JCPROD   - Enter the amount of dry sugar used in juice or concentrate 
production during the period 

SUGARLIQUID_JCPROD   - Enter the amount of liquid sugar used in juice or concentrate 
production during the period 

UNCRUSHED_ALLIED   - Enter the amount of uncrushed grapes used in allied products 
during the period 

CRUSHED_ALLIED   - Enter the amount of field crushed grapes used in allied products 
during the period 

JUICE_ALLIED   - Enter the amount of grape juice used in allied products during the 
period 

CONCENTRATE_ALLIED   - Enter the amount of grape juice concentrate used in allied 
products during the period 

OTHERE_ALLIED   - Enter the amount of type e material used in allied products during 
the period 

OTHERF_ALLIED   - Enter the amount of type f material used in allied products during 
the period 



OTHERG_ALLIED   - Enter the amount of type g material used in allied products during 
the period 

SUGARDRY_ALLIED   - Enter the amount of dry sugar used in allied products during the 
period 

SUGARLIQUID_ALLIED   - Enter the amount of liquid sugar used in allied products 
during the period 

UNCRUSHED_REMOVED   - Enter the amount of uncrushed grapes removed during the 
period 

CRUSHED_REMOVED   - Enter the amount of field crushed grapes removed during the 
period 

JUICE_REMOVED   - Enter the amount of grape juice removed during the period 
CONCENTRATE_REMOVED   - Enter the amount of grape juice concentrate removed 

during the period 
OTHERE_REMOVED   - Enter the amount of type e material removed during the period 
OTHERF_REMOVED   - Enter the amount of type f material removed during the period 
OTHERG_REMOVED   - Enter the amount of type g material removed during the period 
SUGARDRY_REMOVED   - Enter the amount of dry sugar removed during the period 
SUGARLIQUID_REMOVED   - Enter the amount of liquid sugar removed during the period 
UNCRUSHED_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of uncrushed grapes in inventory at the 

end of the period 
CRUSHED_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of field crushed grapes in inventory at the 

end of the period 
JUICE_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of grape juice in inventory at the end of the 

period 
CONCENTRATE_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of grape juice concentrate in inventory 

at the end of the period 
OTHERE_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type e material in inventory at the end of 

the period 
OTHERF_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type f material in inventory at the end of 

the period 
OTHERG_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type g material in inventory at the end of 

the period 
SUGARDRY_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of dry sugar in inventory at the end of the 

period 
SUGARLIQUID_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of liquid sugar in inventory at the end of 

the period 
UNCRUSHED_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for uncrushed grapes 
CRUSHED_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for field crushed grapes 
JUICE_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for grape juice 



CONCENTRATE_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for grape juice concentrate 
OTHERE_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for type e material 
OTHERF_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for type f material 
OTHERG_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for type g material 
SUGARDRY_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for dry sugar 
SUGARLIQUID_TOTAL10   - Enter the total for lines 5 to 9 for liquid sugar 
DISTILLA_HEADING   - Enter a description of the type of distilling material if any 
DISTILLB_HEADING   - Enter a description of the type of distilling material if any 
VINEGARC_HEADING   - Enter a description of the type of vinegar stock if any 
VINEGARD_HEADING   - Enter a description of the type of vinegar stock if any 
DISTILLA_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type a distilling material in inventory at 

the beginning of the period 
DISTILLB_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type b distilling material in inventory at 

the beginning of the period 
VINEGARC_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type c vinegar stock in inventory at the 

beginning of the period 
VINEGARD_BEGINPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type d vinegar stock in inventory at 

the beginning of the period 
DISTILLA_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of type a distilling material produced during 

the period 
DISTILLB_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of type b distilling material produced during 

the period 
VINEGARC_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of type c vinegar stock produced during the 

period 
VINEGARD_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of type d vinegar stock produced during the 

period 
DISTILLA_RECOTHER   - Enter the amount of type a distilling material received from 

other bonded wine premises during the period 
DISTILLB_RECOTHER   - Enter the amount of type b distilling material received from 

other bonded wine premises during the period 
VINEGARC_RECOTHER   - Enter the amount of type c vinegar stock received from other 

bonded wine premises during the period 
VINEGARD_RECOTHER   - Enter the amount of type d vinegar stock received from other 

bonded wine premises during the period 
LINE4   - Enter a description for additions to distilling materials or vinegar stock 
DISTILLA_LINE4   - Enter the amount of type a distilling materials added due to the 

description shown in the LINE4 field during the period 



DISTILLB_LINE4   - Enter the amount of type b distilling materials added due to the 
description shown in the LINE4 field during the period 

VINEGARC_LINE4   - Enter the amount of type c vinegar stock added due to the 
description shown in the LINE4 field during the period 

VINEGARD_LINE4   - Enter the amount of type d vinegar stock added due to the 
description shown in the LINE4 field during the period 

DISTILLA_TOTAL5   - Enter the total for lines 1 to 4 for type a distilling materials 
DISTILLB_TOTAL5   - Enter the total for lines 1 to 4 for type b distilling materials 
VINEGARC_TOTAL5   - Enter the total for lines 1 to 4 for type c vinegar stock 
VINEGARD_TOTAL5   - Enter the total for lines 1 to 4 for type d vinegar stock 
DISTILLA_REMDISTILL   - Enter the amount of type a distilling material removed to a 

distilled spirits plant during the period 
DISTILLB_REMDISTILL   - Enter the amount of type b distilling material removed to a 

distilled spirits plant during the period 
VINEGARC_REMDISTILL   - Enter the amount of type c vinegar stock removed to a 

distilled spirits plant during the period 
VINEGARD_REMDISTILL   - Enter the amount of type d vinegar stock removed to a 

distilled spirits plant during the period 
DISTILLA_REMOTHER   - Enter the amount of type a distilling material removed to 

other bonded wine premises during the period 
DISTILLB_REMOTHER   - Enter the amount of type b distilling material removed to 

other bonded wine premises during the period 
VINEGARC_REMOTHER   - Enter the amount of type c vinegar stock removed to other 

bonded wine premises during the period 
VINEGARD_REMOTHER   - Enter the amount of type d vinegar stock removed to other 

bonded wine premises during the period 
DISTILLA_REMVINEGAR   - Enter the amount of type a distilling material removed to a 

vinegar plant during the period 
DISTILLB_REMVINEGAR   - Enter the amount of type b distilling material removed to a 

vinegar plant during the period 
VINEGARC_REMVINEGAR   - Enter the amount of type c vinegar stock removed to a 

vinegar plant during the period 
VINEGARD_REMVINEGAR   - Enter the amount of type d vinegar stock removed to a 

vinegar plant during the period 
LINE9   - Enter a description for removals to distilling materials or vinegar stock 
DISTILLA_LINE9   - Enter the amount of type a distilling materials added due to the 

description shown in the LINE4 field during the period 
DISTILLB_LINE9   - Enter the amount of type b distilling materials added due to the 

description shown in the LINE4 field during the period 



VINEGARC_LINE9   - Enter the amount of type c vinegar stock added due to the 
description shown in the LINE4 field during the period 

VINEGARD_LINE9   - Enter the amount of type d vinegar stock added due to the 
description shown in the LINE4 field during the period 

DISTILLA_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type a distilling material in inventory at 
the end of the period 

DISTILLB_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type b distilling material in inventory at 
the end of the period 

VINEGARC_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type c vinegar stock in inventory at the 
end of the period 

VINEGARD_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of type d vinegar stock in inventory at the 
end of the period 

DISTILLA_TOTAL11   - Enter the total for lines 6 to 10 for type a distilling materials 
DISTILLB_TOTAL11   - Enter the total for lines 6 to 10 for type b distilling materials 
VINEGARC_TOTAL11   - Enter the total for lines 6 to 10 for type c vinegar stock 
VINEGARD_TOTAL11   - Enter the total for lines 6 to 10 for type d vinegar stock 
A_HEADING   - Enter a description for the type of material in fermenter a 
B_HEADING   - Enter a description for the type of material in fermenter b 
C_HEADING   - Enter a description for the type of material in fermenter c 
D_HEADING   - Enter a description for the type of material in fermenter d 
E_HEADING   - Enter a description for the type of material in fermenter e 
A_FERMENTERS   - Enter the amount of liquid in fermenter a 
B_FERMENTERS   - Enter the amount of liquid in fermenter b 
C_FERMENTERS   - Enter the amount of liquid in fermenter c 
D_FERMENTERS   - Enter the amount of liquid in fermenter d 
E_FERMENTERS   - Enter the amount of liquid in fermenter e 
FERMENTTOTAL   - Enter the total amount of liquid in all of the fermenters 
PAGE1_VALUES PAGE1_VALUES  
UNDER14_VIII_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of non beverage wines with an alcohol 

content of up to 14% produced  
OVER14V_VIII_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of non beverage wines with an alcohol 

content of over 14% to 21% produced  
NONBEVTOTAL_PRODUCED   - Enter the total amount of non beverage wines produced 
UNDER14_VIII_WITHDRAWN   - Enter the amount of non beverage wines with an alcohol 

content of up to 14% removed  
OVER14V_VIII_WITHDRAWN   - Enter the amount of non beverage wines with an alcohol 

content of over 14% to 21% removed  



NONBEVTOTAL_WITHDRAWN   - Enter the total amount of non beverage wines removed 
VERMOUTH_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of vermouth produced 
UNDER14_IX_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of other special natural wines with an 

alcohol content of up to 14% produced  
OVER14V_IX_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of other special natural wines with an 

alcohol content of over 14% to 21% produced  
CARBONWINE_IX_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of other artificially carbonated special 

natural wines produced 
SPRKLNGWINE_IX_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of other special sparkling natural 

wines produced 
TOTAL_IX_PRODUCED   - Enter the total amount of other special natural wines 

produced 
CFRWINES_PRODUCED   - Enter the amount of Title 27 CFR section 24.218 wines 

produced 
VERMOUTH_REMOVAL   - Enter the amount of vermouth removed 
UNDER14_IX_REMOVAL   - Enter the amount of other special natural wines with an 

alcohol content of up to 14% removed  
OVER14V_IX_REMOVAL   - Enter the amount of other special natural wines with an 

alcohol content of over 14% to 21% removed  
CARBONWINE_IX_REMOVAL   - Enter the amount of other artificially carbonated special 

natural wines removed 
SPRKLNGWINE_IX_REMOVAL   - Enter the amount of other special sparkling natural 

wines removed 
TOTAL_IX_REMOVAL   - Enter the total amount of other special natural wines removed 
CFRWINES_REMOVAL   - Enter the amount of Title 27 CFR section 24.218 wines 

removed 
VERMOUTH_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of vermouth in inventory at the end of the 

period 
UNDER14_IX_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of other special natural wines with an 

alcohol content of up to 14% in inventory at the end of the period 
OVER14V_IX_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of other special natural wines with an 

alcohol content of over 14% to 21% in inventory at the end of the period 
CARBONWINE_IX_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of other artificially carbonated special 

natural wines in inventory at the end of the period 
SPRKLNGWINE_IX_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of other special sparkling natural 

wines in inventory at the end of the period 
TOTAL_IX_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the total amount of other special natural wines in 

inventory at the end of the period 



CFRWINES_ENDPERIOD   - Enter the amount of Title 27 CFR section 24.218 wines in 
inventory at the end of the period 

REMARKS   - Enter any remarks 
Perjury   - Must have a value of -1 to indicate the ID owner acknowledges they are 

submitting this form and agree to the penalty of perjury statement. 
PROPRIETOR   - Company Name as shown on the Permit 
SIGNATURE   – ID Owner’s First and Last name combined with the following text 

exactly as shown: - Pay.gov 
TITLE   - Title of the ID owner 
DATE   - The submission date in the format dd/mm/yyyy 
NAME_FIRST   - ID Owner First Name 
NAME_MIDDLE   - ID Owner Middle Name 
NAME_LAST   – ID Owner Last Name 
NAME_SUFFIX   - ID owners Name suffix 
USERID   – User ID of the person submitting the form 
VALIDATIONS2 1 VALIDATIONS2  

uploaddata  


